Staging:
I.
Involvement of a single lymph node region (Ӏ) or a localized involvement of a single extra lymphocytic organ or site (ӀE).
II.
Involvement of 2 or more lymph node region on the same side of diaphragm (ӀӀ) or localized involvement of a single associated extralymphocytic organ or site and its regional lymph node with or without involvement of other regional lymph nodes on the same side of diaphragm (ӀӀE).
III.
Involvement of lymph node region on both sides of the diaphragm (ӀӀӀ) which may be accompanied by localized involvement of an associated extra lymphocytic organ or site (ӀӀӀE) or splenic involvement (ӀӀӀS) or both (ӀӀӀE+S).
IV.
Disseminated (multifocal) involvement of one or more extra lymphocytic organ with or without associated lymph node involvement or isolated extra lymphocytic organ involvement with distant (non-regional) lymph node involvement. 
